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THE INFLUENCE OF IMPURITY AND PARTICLE CONTROL 

ON TMX-U PLASMA OPERATION 

S. I. Alien, T. L. Yu, J. H. Foot?, and W. L. Pickles 

A variety of technique.? are usee in TMX- U to control impurities and 

reflux: repeated plas;na pulses, glow discharge cleaning (GDC), and 

gettering. We performed a series of experiments under M.^ee different 

plasma-wall conditions: no wall conditioning after a machine maintenance 

cycle, a glow-discharge-cleaned wall, ind a gettered wall. We used several 

plasma diagnostics to determine the effect of those procedures on TMX-U 

p'asma parameters. Spectroscopic measurements show that GDC reduces 

impurities and increases the electron temperature, enabling full-duration 

beam-sustained plasma operation without a large number of repeated plasma 

pulses. Gettering further reduces the impurities and the neutral pressure; 

this improved condition persists for several shots after gettering is 

stopped. Measurements from residual gas analyzers and an end-l03s ion 

spectrometer show that hydrogen is present in the plasma during the initial 

deuterium operation after pumpdown; the hydrogen level decreases after 

plasma operation with gettering, indicating reduced wall recycling. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Tandern Mirror Experiment Upgrade (TMX-U) is a linear plasma 

confinement device located at the Lawrence Liverir.ore National Laboratory 

(LLNL). The TMX-U design uses a combination of neutral beam injection and 

electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) to create a potential 
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oonftguration called a thermal barrier. Tr.is potential profile reduces the 

losses from v he nearly cylindrical central-cell region. 

Plasm i-wali interactions can play an important role in the operation of 
2-1. 5,6 

tandem mirror -iaohir.es. The influence of neutral deuterium gas and 

impurities on T.'-fX-'J operation has been examined in detail elsewhere. In 

summary, these studies showed thnt the control of gas and wall reflux is 

necessary to minimize charge exchange plasma losses; it Is also necessary 

for thermal barrier operation. In addition, impurity concentrations were 

found to be ;~«, Tr.e control cf these plasmj-wall interactions is 

accomplished in TXX-'J by repeated pl-iorni pulses, glow discharge cleaning 

i'jDC), arc extensive titanium gettering. A detailed description of these 

procedures is included In Ref. 8. 

The fee:; of the current discussion is the influence of these wall 

conditioning techniques or. the plasma parameters during cleanup. We shall 

define cleanup as the period of plasma operation after a major machine 

opening (with substantial work performed inside the vacuum vessel) until the 

machine is capable of thermal barrier operation. The plasma configuration 

used during cleanup is usually a moaificatton of the standard tandem mode 
9 (similar to the previous TMX), and is called the sloshing ion mode. 

On previous experiments such as TMX, cleanup was achieved by a 

combination of repeated plasma pulses and titanium gettering. The plasma 

was generated in two steps: a plasna target wat. first generated by a plasma 

gun, and then this target was heated and fueled by neutral beams and gas. 

In the early stages of cleanup, when the plasma gun wa'- turned off, the 

plasma would decay away. That is, the plasma duration was limited to that 

of the plasma target, and the neutral beams alone would not sustain the 

plasma. After additional plasma shots, the duration Increased until the 
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plasma sustained for the full duration of the neutral beams. The goal of 

the present experiment was to understand the cleanup mechanism required for 

full-duration plasmas, and to determine the efftctiveness of plasma 

conditioning, GDC, and titanium gettering. A second issue was to examine 

the plasma target required during cleanup. For future larger machines, it 

is desirable to generate the plasma target by electron cyclotron resonance 

heating (EC.iH) or ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH), which Involves 

equipment that is already in place for plasma operation, rather than a 

special startup device like a plasma or stream gun. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The T.XX-i.' .-ouum vessel is made up of three discrete regions: the 

innermost plasma region, which is surrounded by a titanlum-gettered aluminum 

wall, and two "injector" regions, which are surrounded by liquid-nitrogen-

cooled and titanium-gettered panels. The outer two regions serve as beam 

lines and thus reduce the gas load on the plasma from the neutral beams. 

The plasma wall has openings for diagnostics and neutral beams, and provides 

additional gas baffling. Details of the TMX-U machine and the 
1 2 diagnostics used are presented elsewhere. The extreme ultraviolet (EUV) 

instruments used are discussed in Refs. 7 and 13. 

The experimental sequence tested several wall conditioning techniques. 

In each stage, a particular wall conditioning technique was performed, and 

then either ECRH or plasma guns were used to generate a pla3ma target. 

(Generation of a plasma target with ICRH will be the subject of a future 

study.) Several plasma parameters were monitored, including the impurity 

level, background pressure, and other standard plasma diagnostics such as 
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the electron density, plasma diamagnetism, and whether the plasma was beam-

sustained. 

The first stage of the experiment (Sequences A and A' in Fig, 1) was 

carried out immediately after the vacuum vessel was pumped out; getterlng 

was used in only the outer two injector regions. ECRH-generated plasma 

targets were used in Sequence A, and stream-gun plasma targets were used in 

Sequence A'. The walls were then exposed to GDC for approximately 32 hours, 

followed by Sequence B with ECRH target plasmas. Full-duration beam-

sustained plasmas were achieved at this time, and so all further experiments 

used only ECRH-generated plasma targets. The effectiveness of multiple 

plasma shots was then tested in Sequence C. The plasma walls were then 

titanium-gettered before every plasma shot during Sequence D. Finally, a 

series of plasma shots (Sequence E) without gettering was carried out to see 

how long the effects of gettering persisted. 

III. GENERAL PLASMA CONDITIONS DURING EACH SEQUENCE 

Before GDC (Sequences A and A'), the overall plasma parameters were 

very similar for plasma-gun and ECRH-generated plasma targets. A sample of 

the data Is shown in Fig. 2, where the time histories of the ECRH power, the 

secondary emission detector (related to the energetic ion density in the 

plug), the line density (east end plug and central cell), and the on-axis 

end-loss current density (related to the axial confinement time) are shown. 

Note that the duration of each signal is limited to the 15-ms duration of 

the ECRH power, while the neutral beams remained on until 70 ms. Previous 

experience on TMX indicated that many shots in this mode (on the order of 

100) would be required before the plasma duration would increase. However, 
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at this point, this phase of the experiment was stopped and GDC was 

performed as described in Ref. 8. 

The plasma behavior was dramatically different during Sequence B 

following GDC. Shown in Fig. 3 are the ECRK target duration (circles) and 

the plasma duration (squares) for each shot number. Note that only a few 

shots were needed until the plasma duration exceeded the target duration 

and the neutral beams were sustaining the plasma. The exact number of shots 

required may be even less than that shown in Fig. 3i since there was an 

accidental air venc (300 mTorr) for a few minutes after GDC but before 

Sequence B. The first few shot3 may have been required to clean up this air 

vent. As indicated in the figure, the gas fueling was being scanned during 

this period to determine the optimum value. The time histories of shots 1 

and 13 in this series are shown in Fig. 1; note that the duration of the SED 

current and diamagnetism increase until a full-duration plasma is obtained. 

This phase of the experiment showed that the number of plasma shots required 

to achieve full-duration beam-sustained sloshing ion plasma" could be 

substantially reduced with GDC (at least an order of magnitude). These 

shots were continued (Sequence C) to look for cleanup by the plasma. The 

most striking changes were noted in the impurity levels: _hese are discussed 

in Section IV. 

In the next sequence (D), the plasma wall was titanium-gettered before 

each plasma shot; about 10 monolayers were deposited. As expected, the 

pressure in the end-plug region during the plasma pulse as measured by fast 

ion gauges dropped a factor of 10 to 20 after only a few shots of gettering. 

Dramatic changes in the impurity levels were also noted during this time. 

When the gettering was stopped in Sequence E, an increase in pressure of 

about 30? was noted ten plasma shots after gettering was ceased. 
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IV. IMPURITY DAT1 DURING EACH SEQUENCE 

A time-resolving EUV spectograph was used to monitor the impurity 
7 spectrum from 300 to 1600 A. This absolutely calibrated instrument can 

measure most of the emissions from the resonance lines of carbon, nitrogen, 

and oxygen on a single plasma shot with 1 ms time resolution. The source of 
7 oxygen and nitrogen has been shown to be the neutral beams, and so carbon 

was used as an indicator of the wall conditions during each sequence. The 

results for three ionization states of carbon during each sequence of the 

experiment are presented in fig. 5; the peak line-integrated brightness in 

the central cell is shown for C IV (1550 A), C III (911 A), and C II 

(1335 A). 

In Sequence A before GDC of the walls, when the neutral beams would not 

sustain the plasma, the brightness of each carbon emission line was very low 

for an ECRH-generated target plasma. While Thomson scattering measurements 

of the electron temperature were not available for these experiments, EUV 
13 data from other ECRH-generated beam-sustained sloshing ion plasmas have 

shown that the impurity emissions appear in increasing order of ionization 

state with time, implying that the electron temperature Increases slowly 

with time during the shot. Presumably, the electron temperature was very 

low during the time when the ECRH was on, resulting in very low carbon 

emissions. This fact is also consistent with the observed ratios of the 

ionization states; note that very little C IV is present. 

In contrast, the carbon emissions during Sequence A' with plasma gun 

operation were substantially higher; in this case, C IV was the brightest 

ionization state that was observed (C V was not in the wavelength range of 

the EUV instrument, but similar isoelectronic lines of oxygen and nitrogen 
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that could be detected were not observed). The numbers in Fig. 5 next to 

each data point are the brightness ratio of C IV to C III; they a""e a very 

crude indicator of the electron temperature. In contrast to the ECRH-

generated plasmas discussed above, previous EUV measurements have shown 

that the emission lines appear very quickly during plasma-gun operation, 

indicating a higher initial electron temperature. The magnitude of the 

observed carbon emissions may explain why the neutral beams could not 

sustain the plasma during Sequence A' before CDC. Estimates of the total 

radiated power from the measured carbon brightnesses in the central cell 

indicate that it is an appreciable fraction of the estimated total input 

power to the electrons from the neutral beams. 

In Sequence B after the GDC of the walls, the carbon brightness with 

ECRH-generated plasma targets increased (Fig. 5) and was comparable to that 

during the plasma gun shots before GDC in Sequence A'. After only a few 

shots, the carbon levels decreased while the ratio of C IV to C III 

increased, indicating an increase in the electron temperature. During this 

period, the neutral beams began to sustain the plasma (Fig. 3). presumably 

because the power loss due to impurity radiation in the central cell was 

decreasing. This behavior is qualitatively consistent with calculated 

curves of carbon impurity radiation as a function of electron 
14,15 temperature. For a fixed impurity concentration, the total radiation 

is high at low electron temperatures (less than 10 to 20 eV), and then drops 

dramatically as the temperature is increased. We conclude from these data 

that GDC decreased the carbon impurity levels enough so that the power input 

from the beams was sufficient to sustain the plasma. These beam-sustained 

shots were then repeated during Sequence C to check for further 
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improvements. As discussed in Ref. 7, the carbon omissions decreased by a 

factor of 3 to 6 during the course of 30 plasma shots in Sequence C. 

The dramatic influence of getterlng is shown in the right-hand part of 

Fig. 5. The C IV brightness drops by an order of magnitude, and the C IV to 

C III ratio increases somewhat. At this point, the impurity levels are 

similar to the "typical" values reported in Ref, 7. As shown in the figure, 

these improved conditions persisted for several shots after getterlng was 

ceased. 

IV. DISCUSSION AMD CONCLUSIONS 

Before CDC with ECRH-generated plasmas, the impurity omissions 

indicated that the electron temperature was low and the neutral beams would 

not sustain the plasma. A stream gun target with higher electron 

temperature 3howed that ir.p'Ttty radiation was a significant electron power 

loss. After GDC, the impurity radiation decreased and the electron 

temperature increased with ECRH-generated plasmas so that bear—sustained 

plasmas were obtained. These experiments showed that GDC of the plasma wall 

could substantially decrease the number of plasma shots required to obtain 

beam-sustained plasmas. The use of GDC has several other advantages, one of 

which is that it is a much simpler technique than operating the full plasma 

experiment for cleanup. In addition, it provides a better substrate for the 

titanium film, which could increase its adhesion and minimize peeling. The 

experiment also showed that titanium gettering substantially lowered the 

impurity densities and neutral pressure, and that this effect persisted for 

several shots erter the gettering was stopped. 
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Othor wall-related issues can bo Important during plasm operation, 

for example, because ICR1I in -ass sensitive, plasma operation can be 

influenced by the presence of a nycroijon "i:r.p;irKy" during deuterium plasma 

operatiOi. Previous rer.iduil pa:; analyser (PGA) measurements Dad indicated 

that in the ir.itia. phase::, of dequeue; ;i (with plasma region getterlngi 

there were substantial fractions ef hydrogen tjas oven though the plasr.a was 

directly fueled with deuterium; thi>S" fraction.-" decreased with each day of 

plasma operation. Now measurements with an "r.cl loss .'on spectrometer 
1 b (LI.IS) during the first few titanluai-iii'tt'-r'-d shots Indicate that tho 

fraction of hydrogen plasma Ions :'niy br is !;itei v, 30'?-. T!ia fraction dropn 

to an un'nenaur.-iBlo level after several plasma shots with gelterln.;. This 

bor.avlor is presumably duo to the removal of water by titanium getterirg In 

the unbaked T:-:X-U vacuum vessel. This fact is consistent with surface 

measurements of the titan! u;-, film, which indicate that the largest 

gettered constituent is oxygen. This EMS rccasuroraent 0X30 serves ao a 

measure of wall reflux during initial operation. 

This work was performed under the auspices of tho U.S. Department of 

Energy by the Lawrence Llvcrmore National laboratory under contract number 

W-7105-ENC-18. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

rig. 1. The experimental sequences: Sequences A(ECRH) and A'(Stream Gun) 

before GDC, Sequences B and C after GDC, Sequence D after 

gettering, and Sequence E after gettering was stopped. 

Fig. 2. Plasma parameters during Sequence A with an ECRH target plasma. 

The neutral beams do not sustain the plasma. 

Fig. j. The duration of the ECRH target (circles) and the plasma (squares) i < 

as a function of shot number. The dasiî d linos indicate the pljasma 

duration. Note that tna neutral beams are sustaining the plasma 

beginning with Shot 1. 

Fig. 1. A comparison of Shot 1 and Shot 13 from sequence B after GDC. Shot 

1 3 is a neutral beam-sustained plasma. 

Fig. 5. The brightness of carbon emissions as a function of 3hot number for 

the various experimental sequences. 
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S. L. Allen et al - Figure 3 
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S. L. Allen et al - Figure U 
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